Action of “Too Many Brothers” Takes Place in Fraternity House at Technology

“Too Many Brothers” is the title of the two-act musical comedy chosen by the Undergraduate Fraternity Council of Tech. The action takes place just after the end of the semester, the occasion being a week-end fandango at the fraternity house. After her brother-in-law, Mr. S. W. Straits, has given his support of the idea, Emily at first refuses to go through with the proposed entertainment. However, after a lot of bickering and attempts of Emily to prevent the show, the demonstration proves to be successful, and the show is a great success.
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out to get him what he is all about, she is forced to undergo a few punitive and enlightening sessions at the fraternity house. After her brother-in-law, Mr. S. W. Straits, has given his support of the idea, Emily at first refuses to go through with the proposed entertainment. However, after a lot of bickering and attempts of Emily to prevent the show, the demonstration proves to be successful, and the show is a great success.
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but told her what it’s all about, she is forced to undergo a few punitive and enlightening sessions at the fraternity house. After her brother-in-law, Mr. S. W. Straits, has given his support of the idea, Emily at first refuses to go through with the proposed entertainment. However, after a lot of bickering and attempts of Emily to prevent the show, the demonstration proves to be successful, and the show is a great success.